V-Learning
The New Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018

Despite Brexit, the new Directive into will be bought into UK legislation on 1st July 2018. This session will tell you about the challenges that you will face.

Session Date & Time: Thurs 19th July 2018 - 10.00 to 11.00am

Objectives: To consider the challenges and changes for enforcement that will be bought about by the new Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018.

Tutor: Bruce Treloar

Bruce is Travel Law Lead Officer for CTSI and is regularly involved in delivering training and offering guidance to trading standards and industry. Bruce is a member of the BEIS PTD Working Group formulating consultation and implementation.

Programme:

Background on current PTR’s to compare the new “Package” definition and introducing Linked Travel Arrangements (LTA’s) in the new Regulations.

Proactive or reactive enforcement?

Enforcement of non-flight packages and LTA’s

Providing Standard Information for consumers prior to contracting.
The enforcement problems envisaged with regulating the new Website click-through arrangements.

Offences in new Regulations, powers in CRA and Enterprise Act 2002 (Reg 38(7))

BEIS to produce Guidance Notes for business, none for enforcers, but CTSI to have input (Performance, Changes and Cancellations, Insolvency Protection, Information provision and LTA’s!)

Enforcement across Europe highlighting, “Place of Establishment” (new) vs “Place of sale” and the whole case of “mutual recognition”

The other designated enforcers (CAA) looking at flight-inclusive packages & ATOL protection

Highlighting the likely enforcement challenges

Advantages and Disadvantages of the proposals

Timescale for implementation and Brexit!

Your questions

**CPD Hours:** 1.00 hours

**Who should attend?**

This session is aimed at participants who have some knowledge of the current Package Travel Regulations and who need to be aware of the likely changes.

**Fee & Booking:** £25 plus VAT per delegate

Use our V-Learning booking form
What is V-Learning?

V-Learning means you simply sit at your desk and log-in. You can hear the session via the phone, and you can see the presentation on your computer screen and learn virtually.

Our V-Learning programme gives you access to leading experts. No travelling costs and a real focus on the law makes this training incredible value for the individual learner and their employer. By limiting numbers we can allow you time to ask questions, both in advance and during the training.

What our customers said last time

“The entire session was very good, well delivered and informative. Gave me a lot to think about.”

I found the whole course very interesting – a good introduction to changes that will come about with the new directive

Great overview of the changes and potential issues

I enjoy the flexibility that V-Learning brings as you can participate from any location.

Check on our website www.stonelytraining.co.uk for the full V-Learning programme.